. This paper estimates a structural model of television viewing, advertising and station competition to estimate whether television markets produce too little or too much local news. We find that station competition leads to a modest under-provision of local news from the viewer perspective. Business stealing effects rather than two-sided market pricing drive the inefficiency, as an increase in local news broadcasts would improve total welfare for viewers, advertisers and stations.
"Local News Online: Aggregators, Geo-Targeting and the Market for Local News." With Christiaan Hogendorn (Wesleyan). This paper estimates the effect of adding geo-targeted local news links to the Google News front page. We find that geo-targeting increases local news consumption by a small amount from a low base, with most gains accruing as additional visits to familiar news sites rather than additional viewing diversity.
"Social Networks and the Demand for News." With Christian Peukert (University of Zurich). This paper measures the effect of minority group population on minority news consumption and sharing. We study online consumption of traditional news outlets and news sharing on Twitter. We find a strong positive relationship between group size and both local and non-local news consumption, which cannot be explained by supply-side models. The paper finds evidence that social networks drive the relationship between groups size and consumption, with implications for media markets and policy. 
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